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Chair, Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering  TEL:  (510) 642-2408 
  FAX:  (510) 643-1228 
  e-mail:  chaircbe@berkeley.edu 
         March 1, 2016 
 
To The Graduating Class of 2016 
 
A couple of years ago I was a guest at a “meet and great” session for senior adults. The meeting was not 
associated with UC Berkeley, though everyone in attendance was from the Bay Area. The leader of this 
meeting asked the attendees to identify the most important accomplishment of their lives. One women 
answered, “Earning a bachelor’s degree in chemical engineering from Berkeley.” Others in the room 
nodded their heads in awe.  
 
As well they should. Your diploma signifies that you accomplished something extraordinary, namely 
completing four years of study in one of the most rigorous and challenging disciplines in science and 
technology.  
 
One challenge of our discipline derives from its ostensibly conflicting goals: deepening the great 
scientific concepts befitting academic scholarship, yet enabling the practical "hands-on" skills for the 
workplace. Chemical engineering is eminently practical because the skills associated with chemical 
engineering are valuable to those that make products via chemical transformations.  Yet chemical 
engineering is also a rich and challenging intellectual discipline that embraces enduring concepts from 
science and mathematics. You stand proudly on the bridge spanning these two complementary views, 
having withstood the torment and experiencing the thrill of mastering both. 
 
I predict that in the coming years the angst of maintaining your GPA, completing design projects, 
studying for midterms, tackling seemingly impossible homework sets, and working late nights will fade 
and be replaced by memories of great epiphanies on the nature of the world and by a warm recognition 
of the discovery of your own abilities. Any self-doubt will be replaced by a commanding confidence 
that, having received your diploma, you have already met adversity and overcome it.  
 
You have earned my respect and the respect of all my colleagues in CBE for completing your degree. 
We admire your achievements and accomplishments. Thank you for being an important part of the life 
of the department and of each of us individually,  

 
Fiat Lux! 
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WORDS OF WISDOM
Teaching is more than imparting knowledge, it is inspiring change. -William Arthur Ward

"Life in the CofC starts with Chem 4A where I got to know the 
class of '16. Many of you have stopped by to tell me of your suc-
cesses here at Berkeley and I look forward to hearing about your 
ongoing successes (and challenges) as you move on to the next 
stages of your lives and careers. Best Wishes and Congratula-
tions."

Ronald Cohen

This is a talented group of seniors and I am really excited to see 
how you apply that potential. Be proactive when seeking op-
portunities and be open when it comes to opportunities that you 
weren’t expecting come your way. I hope you can seek those out 
and even create opportunties for yourself.

The greatest thing about this campus, this department and this 
class is the people. Cherish and maintain the networks and 
friendships you have built here at Berkeley because they will last 
you into your professional career and beyond. This is a special 
group of people here at Berkeley, and it is the people that really 
make this place.

Shannon Ciston

Colin Cerretani
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Bryton Dias

C a l  A l u m n i  N o t e
Dear Cal ChemE grad, 

I’m not going to lie, it’s a pretty awesome feeling know-
ing that you’re finally getting that degree in chemical 
engineering from UC Berkeley you’ve worked 4 (or 
more) years so hard for. The nights you spent slaving 
away on simultaneous heat and mass transfer problem 
sets and unit ops formal lab reports have hopefully 
come to fruition.
 While you are in this transition period from your under-
graduate education to industry, grad school, or whatev-
er you are doing with your life, take a moment to step 
back and reflect upon what you have accomplished. It is 
no small task to get to this point. Life will throw a wide 
variety of challenges your way and those challenges 
will come quickly and most of the time without warn-
ing. Take time to appreciate that you are part of a se-
lect group of students to graduate Cal with a degree in 
chemical engineering. Take pride in it, but always stay 
humble. Understand the struggles and challenges you 
have overcome and use those as tools, not only through 
your career, but through life. 
Whether you realize it now or fifty years from now, your 
experiences at Berkeley have helped shape your life 
and you will be looked upon for guidance and advice 
just as alumni have given for years. As members of the 
graduating chemical engineering class, your technical 
expertise and knowledge will be a valuable asset to so-
ciety regardless of what you end up doing with it. It is up 
to you to decide what path you take.
For me, I feel the relationships you build with people 
in school, work, and elsewhere are the most valuable 
things you can take and work on. There is a common 

saying, “Rome wasn’t built in a day,” and the same 
rings true for engineers. Engineers aren’t built in a day. 
Throughout your career you have learned to think crit-
ically about problems on paper and in the lab, both 
alone and in groups, and now it’s time to scale it up to 
big leagues. Learn to appreciate your own style of think-
ing as well as other peoples’ styles. Your colleagues’ 
and classmates perspectives are often just as valuable 
as yours. 
When the lights are shining on you as you cross the 
stage to pick up your diploma (or piece of paper signify-
ing a diploma…), it is not a “goodbye” to Berkeley, but 
more of an “until we meet again.” Once a Golden Bear, 
forever a Golden Bear. Enjoy the naps on Memorial 
Glade on warm spring days, the beautiful views from the 
Campanile, and everything else Berkeley holds while 
you are a student. You can visit Berkeley as many times 
as you want but it will be different. The nostalgia kicks 
in hard as an alumni so make sure to truly enjoy the 
undergrad experience with the limited days or weeks 
you have left in Berkeley!

GO BEARS!

Bryton Dias
B.S. Chemical Engineering ‘14
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Apurva Pradhan
As Wallman would often say: 
“It’s going to be good stuff”

Alfred Zhang
“Yay! Stuff makes a lot more 

sense now”

Aditya Limaye Aditya Raghunathan
“All is well.” 

Alex Chang
“Meep”

Alvin Ng
“With great power comes great 

responsibility”
Bernice Chou Brian Khau

Chau Vo
“In response to those who say 

to stop dreaming and face 
reality, I say keep dreaming and 

make reality.”

Christina Hyland
“I thought I only had to mess this 
up once in a lifetime...”

Chun Man Chow
“We are here for a reason. 

Don’t worry about whether we 
have picked the right path, but 
embark on the chosen journey 

and make it the right one.”

Dae Kim
“In life, Mass In ≠ Mass Out”

Daniel Du
“Something happened.”

Emily Sakaguchi
“Nothing great was ever 

achieved without enthusiasm” – 
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Fillary Susanto
“It is never too late to pursue 
what you really want to do”

Gen Zhang
“Gen Zhang  College of 

Chemistry”
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HyoJin Kim
Jay Yostanto

“If you only do what you can 
do, you will never be more than 
you are.” - Master Shifu, Kung 

Fu Panda 3

Jingting Wu
“if I had known chemE was like 
this, I would have never done 

chemE”

Joeseph Tang
“Can you not, ChemE?”

Justin Chen
“Where we all learned that the 
chemistry we were looking for 
was with our friends. Made it 
with support from my Prohibi-

tionists.”

Kyungjoo Park
Lucy Yu

“In the midst of coffee, sham-
bles, and incredible friendships, 

we survived.”

Makoto Lalwani

Michael 
Jagadpramana

“ChemE > CS”

Patrick Higashi
“Coffee Hangovers Ethanol 

Monster “Engineering”

Rachel Bachem
“I’m not going to derive it for 

you, it’s trivial” -Radke

Rahul Batra
“As soon as the sun rises in the 
east, it sets in the west. Thanks 
for everything, Class of 2016. 

You all are the best!”

Rajandeep Brayana
“I’m so tired”

Riowise Rusli
“Not changing changes the 

changes.”
Ross Udod Ryan Flores
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Shuo Wang Sonal Rangnekar
“They call me Sonasty.”

Sophia Chu
“Day by day nothing changes, 
but when you look back every-

thing is different.”

Stephanie Scribner
Taylor Witke

“Stay strong, make them won-
der how you’re still smiling”

Thao Le
Tiffany Lay

“The brave may not live forever, 
but the cautious do not live 

at all.”

Tu Vu Vincent Pang
“Bawwwwwwww”

Xiangjiu Wang
“Until yesterday and tomorrow 
blurred into something called 

“Until we meet again” and 
as long as there is hope and 

grace.”

Xingkai Li
“¯\_(“/)_/¯”

Yongsheng Li
“Haha!”

Zachary Levine
“A PFR in space is a BSTR in 

time.”

Sarah Hull
“The only way out is through.” 

--Robert Frost

Calvin Yan
“If wind blows over a lake and 

no chemical engineer is around 
to measure it, does in really 

equal out?”

Dotun Lytton-Fatade
“Lots of knowledge Accumu-
lation in CoC: 1st-years bring 
a little In; seniors don’t take 

much Out; professors Generate 
some; and there’s little Con-

sumption”

Ilyssa Evans
“May the Force balance be 

with you”

Jeffrey Kuan
“Don’t cry because it’s over. 

Smile because we’re done with 
S1 Gilman.”

Kadie Jaffe
“Only the one who risks is 

truly free. Stay weird off the lala 
suckers I’ll miss you!”

Mark Hughes
“Relax, dog”

Trevor Bratton
“Thank you Berkeley for being 
eyeopening in so many ways”
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• ADRE,ERIKA JAN

• AVINA,JASON PAT-

RICK

• BACHELDER,CHRIS-

TIAN JORDAN

• BACHEM,RACHEL 

ANNE

• BATRA,RAHUL

• BRAYANA,RA-

JANDEEP S

• CHA,NICO RICHARD

• CHANG,YU HAO

• CHEN,JUSTIN P

• CHEN,SHU TING

• CHO,ANDREW HYUN-

SOO

• CHOU,BERNICE

• CHOW,CHUN MAN

• CHU,WEN HSUAN

• DEKMEZIAN,CHRIS-

TOPHER

• DIZON,MICHAEL ED-

WARD ENRIQUEZ

• DU,DANIEL XINGZHE

• EISENBERG,DAVID 

MICHAEL

• EVANS,ILYSSA

• FATADE,OLADOTUN

• FIGUEROA,CHRISTO-

PHER LEIGH

• FISH,RAPHAEL

• FLORES,RYAN

• FRIEND,KEVIN LAW-

RENCE

• GREENWALD,BENJA-

MIN DAVID

• HIGASHI,PATRICK 

AKIRA

• HONG,ZIQIANG

• HU,PEI-YI

• HUGHES,MARK AL-

LAN JR

• HUI,ERIC MATTHEW

• HULL,SARAH MEI

• HYLAND,CHRISTINA 

MEI

• ISHIGURO,TOMOHIRO

• JAFFE,KADIE RAQUEL

• JAGADPRAMANA,MI-

CHAEL

• KHAU,BRIAN VICTOR

• KIM,AHRA

• KIM,DAEYOUP

• KIM,HYOJIN

• KIM,YOUNG HYUN

• KUAN,JEFFREY

• LALWANI,MAKOTO 

AJIT

• LAY,TIFFANY TING-FEI

• LE,THAO NGOC 

PHUONG

• LEVINE,ZACHARY 

DAVID

• LI,HAOTONG

• LI,JESSE YANG

• LI,XINGKAI

• LI,YONGSHENG

• LI,ZHIHONG

• LIM,PAUL SUNGYUB

• LIMAYE,ADITYA 

MADAN

• LIN,ERIC JUNG-

TERNG
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• MAAS,ELIAV YEHUDA

• MACDONALD,JAMES 

CHRISTOPHER

• MAH,BRANDON MI-

CHAEL

• MIN,KYUNGJEI

• MOHAN,SAMIR

• NAZARYAN,RAFFI

• NG,ALVIN

• NGUYEN,TRANG M

• NWOSU,UGOCHUK-

WU GERALD

• OKADA,EMI

• OSVIANTO,ALDO

• PANG,VINCENT

• PARK,KYUNGJOO

• PRADHAN,APURVA 

AJIT

• RAGHUNATHAN,AD-

ITYA

• RANGNEKAR,SONAL 

VINAY

• REYNOLDS,RYAN 

OLIVER

• ROMERO,EDSON 

DENNIS

• RUSLI,RIOWISE

• SCHELL,DUSTIN 

ADAIR

• SCRIBNER,STEPHA-

NIE MICHELLE

• SHARMA,RISHI DAVE

• SHI,ADAM KAIYUAN

• SHISHIDO,MORGAN 

SIERRA

• SUN,PETER SUPO

• SUSANTO,FILLARRY 

TASLIM

• TANG,JOSEPH 

WAYNE

• TRAN,DUYEN KY

• TRAN,VINH GIA

• UDOD,ROSTISLAV

• VALDEZ,DAFNE 

MIREYA

• VO,CHAU M

• VU,TU NGOC

• WANG,SHUO

• WANG,XIANGJIU

• WANG,YIRAN

• WITKE,TAYLOR JOR-

DAN

• WONG,QING

• WU,JINGTING

• YAN,CALVIN HAI

• YANG,LISA FAY

• YEH,PHOEBE

• YOO,JUN SUN

• YOSHIDA,MARK EIJI

• YOSTANTO,JAY AN-

DREW

• YU,LUCY MENG

• ZHANG,ALFRED

• ZHANG,GEN

• ZHAO,NANXIA

• ZHAO,RUNYU
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It was a blast traveling the state and 
country to conferences, meeting stu-
dents and engineers from around the 
world and competing against other top 
programs. I’ve made so many great 
friends through joining and leading this 
team, and I’m incredibly proud of how 
it has grown and evolved over the past 

four years.

Outside of the ever-present studying 
and 8ams that makes up academics as 
a ChemE, Chem-E car was a place where 
I could embrace engineering, like-mind-
ed friends, and have an awesome car to 
show for it. I’ve been in Chem-E Car for 
four years, and I’ve never regretted my 

time here.

I got to meet great people excited to band 
together, through varying test results and 
Friday work sessions. But it all paid off, in 
the end I’ve had the opportunity to learn 
and give back to the chemE car community 

and winning the competition never hurt!

Makoto Lalwani

Brian Khau Alex Chang

Jingting Wu

ChemE Car is where the innovations are 
created, where chemical engineers worked 
as a team, and where leaderships are built.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CAR 
Research. Design. Build. Compete.
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BTC has been one of the most rewarding experi-
ences I’ve had in college. It started with just six 
guys writing proposals for grants, and it’s amaz-
ing to see how far it’s come. I hope that even 
after we graduate, BTC continues to progress 
and grow and provide rewarding experiences 

for future students to come.

BTC gives Chemical Engineering students the 
opportunity to begin using the knowledge and 
skills they have learned to begin making a real 
difference, right here on campus. In the coming 
years, students will have the opportunity to 
begin building the process they have designed 
and will play an active role in making the cam-

pus a cleaner and greener place. 

Xingkai Li

Apurva Pradhan

Will Mavrode

We started as a few ChemEs with a big idea that 
seemed unlikely to succeed at best. We really 
believed in ourselves and we never gave up 
and I know that’s why we were able to make 
it so far. I worked with some great people and 
I hope our work inspires others to pursue their 

goals as well.

BIOFUELS TECHNOLOGY CLUB  
Process Design. Green Tech. Scale-Up.
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C O M M I T T E E  M E S S AG E
Congratulations Class of 2016!

The AIChE Publicity & Media Committee 
is honored to present to you the first ever 
Chemical Engineering Senior Yearbook.  We 
sincerely hope you enjoy reading this as 
much as we enjoyed putting it together!

The theme of this yearbook is ‘Bay Area’, 
a place where creative and innovative en-
gineers from around the globe come to-
gether to develop solutions that will make 
the world a better place.  Here at Berkeley 
we have have formed countless friendships 
with people from our diverse student body, 
whether they are local, out of state, or in-
ternational.  Whether you are planning to 
leave or stay in Berkeley, we hope that you 
will always think of the Bay Area a place 
where you not only struggled, but thrived 
academically, socially, and professionally.  
This yearbook serves as a token to remind 
you of the friendships you have built with 
your classmates, whether it was conduct-
ing experiments in Chem 4A lab or finishing 
problem sets at 2 AM.  Hopefully, after all 

the struggle studying for midterms or finals, 
you all made valuable connections with 
your class, colleagues, and professors.  Last 
but not least, we hope that you take the les-
sons you have learned from teamwork and 
collaboration as you make the next step in 
your career.

Whether you plan to go into industry, contin-
ue your studies in graduate school, or going 
wherever life takes you, we wish you all the 
very best in your future endeavors.  Cher-
ish this yearbook for years to come as you 
reflect back on your undergraduate years.  
Make the most of your last few weeks with 
your classmates before you walk to receive 
your diploma.

Once again, congratulations on all your aca-
demic and personal achievements.  We wish 
you all the best as you take the next step.

Best wishes,

AIChE Publicity and Media Committee
2015-2016
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CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2016
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